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In the time integration of (4) we obtain first approkimation(5) 
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where the A value is constant at sunrise-sunset period but changes with thallitude Z.
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c€n be built using euaqtions (5), (6) and
the conditions in IO].

Figure 3 de,mon'strates three vertical
of Sept. 9, 1966 (for the beginning of the

(7). Figure 2 stlows this profile

profiles of M tpr the sunset pe
sunset at 18 h 28 min LT; fof a

It is seen from Fig. 3 that the value M(Z) changes in sign at altitu
of about 165km, It is clear from Fig. 1 for the dependenqe (14) that for t
altitudinal region fron.r 160 to 190km
of M Ior all cases available in Arecib
increases the electron density and in
ar ionizing factor. The reverse phe
the electron transfer decreases the
neutralization increase,' Of course, factor M is not precisely adequate to the contribution of m
tions in the balance equation (3,; because the coefficient o was theoretical
found and all the measurement errors as well as the deviations of the IRI rn
del from reality are included in the magnitude M. But id .first approximatir
we may consider that M represents values similar to the {ivergent term in (
and when using other methods to find for instance the qlectron temperatu
and the ion composition the contribution of the motions can be determinr
accurately.

conclusion that the of I

tio cture of the middl is
to sis of the neutralizi can
be eduilibrium onlv. thbe eduilibrium onlv. th t
we assume that it is useful and important to defi re the colrstant ratio betwt
motions M contribtion to the squared electron density (sef formula (6).
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